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A review of currently-used techniques to measure neutron capture cross sections is
presented. Measurements involving use of total absorption and Moxon-Rae detectors are
based on low-resolution detection of the prompt Y-ray cascades following neutron captures.
In certain energy ranges activation methods are convenient and useful. High resolution
Y-ray measurements with germanium detectors can give information on the parameters of
resonance capture states. The use of these techniques is described.
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I. Introduction

Neutron capture reactions are Important in a wide
range of nuclear applications from tcellar nucleosyn-
thesis to reactors. These reactions provide a means
of populating states of many nuciides and hence are
also important in determining nuclear structure and
providing insight into capture reaction mechanisms.
As knowledge concerning neutron interactions has de-
veloped a variety of techniques for capture studies
have been made available to the experimenter. Some of
these are quite specific as to energy range, source
type, or nuclear species, others are generally appli-
cable to many types of sources and samples.

In this review a description of scoe of the more
useful techniques will be given !:> the hope of ac-
quainting the non-specialist with activity In this
field, and to Import some appreciation to the user of
ccoss section information about the limitations and
expected precision of capture cross section measure-
ments. For the purposes of the present discuss1'in,
the term capture will be taken to indicate radiative
capture.

The most conmonly-used methods are based on di-
rect detection of prompt photons emitted after capture
with low resolution devices. These prompt detection
methods are suitable for use with pulsed source, time-
of-flight experiments. The use of high resolution
techniques relevant to spin assignments and the sys-
tematic behavlrr of capture resonances will also be
discussed.

II. Direct Detection Methods

The capture of neutrons in non-fissile targets is
followed by the emission of electromagnetic radiation
to states of the product nucleus. The spectral char-
acter of this radiation is quite complex. From first
order perturbation theory, the electric dipole portion
of a multipolo expansion of this radiation may be ex-
pressed as a width amplitude in the following terms:*

Fig. 1. Examples of high resolution Y-ray spectra re-
corded from several resonances of l^Yb.

An ideal direct detection technique must exhibit
an inaensitivity to the spectral variability. This
insensitivity can be accomplished by several means,
which we shall discuss in some detail. We note that
any v-cascade proceeding from Che initial state must
have the energies of the individual members sum to the
available energy for the reaction;
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The complexity of the resonance wave function ij>i
leads to a distribution of Ty^f^ which is approximate-
ly Gaussian. The widths follow therefore approximate-
ly a chi-square distribution with one degree of free-
dom, similar to the distribution law for neutron
widths. The angular momentum selection rules intro-
duce an additionally variability. The spectra from
resonance to resonance display marked differences be-
cause of these factors, as is illustrated in Fig. 1
showing the spectra from the first three resonances of
a typical heavy odd-A target, 173Yb.

The primary transition is followed by a cascade
of secondary radiation leading ultimately to the
ground state. In a heavy nucleus a Y-ray multiplicity
of three to four is typical.

where: Eg is the neutron separation energy (usually
6-8 MeV) and E n the center of mass energy for
the incident neutron.

The two major detection techniques most commonly em-
ployed are the "total absorption" and the "Moxon-Rae"
types.

A. Total Absorption Detection

The principle of this method is simple: one col-
lects, insofar, as practical, all of the prompt Y-rays
following capture to produce a single pulse, one for
each capture event. This is accomplished by making
the detector subtend 4ir solid angle and large enough
so that all the Y rays in the de-excitation cascade
are absorbed in the detector. In practice this ideal
is never achieved, since a Y-ray of 8 MeV has an ab-
sorption mean length of about 41 cm in a liquid scin-
tillator. Fortuantely Y-ray multiplicities usually
range between 3 and 4 photons per capcure, and a liq-
uid scintillation tank of about 1 meter in diameter is
practical to construct with efficiencies of 50% or
more, overall.



Liquid scintillator tanks of this size range are
in operation at many J.ab.oratorie$. An example itnico-
serves to illustrate many of the features of such de-
vices is a detector used at ORELA called "ORELAST",2

shown in Fig. 2. ORELAST is 1.56 meters in diameter
and contains 3000 liters of NE-224 (1,2,4 trimethyl
benzene) poisoned with trlmethylborate to inhibit neu-
tron capture by hydrogen. The tank Is viewed by 32
5-inch phototubes and is coated with an epoxy-based
titanium-oxide reflector. The detector is pierced by
a 7 inch diameter through-tube fabricated from 0.015
inch aluminum and it contains a 5 foot liner of 6LiH,
2.5 cm thick. Such a detector has a good signal to
noise ratio. Figure 3 shows the observed count rates
from the ORELAST from a 25 mil thick 2 3* sample. The
tank can be subdivided for coincidence operation; the
upper curve represents events detected in one of the
two halves of the tank, the bottom curve is the coin-
cidence rate. The improvement in signal to noise
ratio is about S for coincidence operation.

Fig. 2. The scintillation r.ank detector in use at the
Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator facility,
"ORELAST".
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Fig. 3. A portion of the tlme-of-flight spectrum from
neutron capture by 238u obtained by ORELAST.

Modern capture tanks are relatively fast in re-
sponse . The time resolution of OliELAST is about 5.7
ns, which is now typical for tank operation.

Sue to the large size of the capture tank detec-
tor, however, a large background, typically several
hundred counts/sec, exists with a bias of from 1-2
MeV applied to the tank. The total tank efficiency
may be written as the product of two factors:

where e is the cascade efficiency and e is the spec-
trum fraction determined by the detection bias level.

Block and Hockenbury3 have calculated the cascade
efficiency for a 1.25 meter diameter tank for cascades
of r-rays from medlum-A nudities, based on known ther-
mal capture spectra. The efficiencies they deduce
range from 0.85 + .02 (for 60Ni, Eg - 7.82 MeV) to
0.98 + 0.01 (for""50Cr, E B * 9.27 MeV). The variation
is evTdent.ly caused by the differences in spectra for
these nuclides. The spectrum fraction ea can be es-
timated from extrapolation below the lowest possible
bias which can be set—usually 0.5 MeV. Typical tank
operation under running conditions, however, requires
a bias level of about 2 MeV, at which the spectrum
fraction is typically 70%. The estimated error of the
extrapolation process is about 5% in the overall ef-
ficiency. The low energy bias of the tank is not al-
together a disadvantage. It can be used effectively
to suppress y-rays due to inelastic neutron scattering.

Because of their large volume and hiph detection
efficiency, capture tanks are sensitive to a number of
background sources. Host of these backgrounds are in
principle capable of subtraction. Table I, taken from
a report of the Karlsruhe group, by Spencer and Beer4

lists the various types of background encountered.

Table I

Source

(1) Tube Noise and Natural Radioactivity No
(2) Sample Activation No
(3) Accelerator Room Background No
(4) Capture in Sample Holder Yes
(5) Scattered neutrons Ho

moderated in tank and captured in
tank or Baraple

(6) Overlap Neutrons Yes
(7) Sample-scattered neutrons Yes

promptly captured in the tank
(8) Rescattered neutrons Yes

captured in sample

Most of these backgrounds are determinable by
either 1) use of reionance "notched" filters intro-
duced in the beam, which remove all neutrons whose
energies are properly related to time-of-flight in a
pulsed neutron experiment, or 2) by background runs
with dummy samples. The use of a °L1 or equivalent
liner is Important in preventing scattered neutrons
from entering the tank, or being rescattered to the
sample. The suppression of the last two types of the
table, (7) and (8) is particularly Important, as they
are not susceptible to correction by the notched-
filter technique. Hockenbury,^ however, has estimated
the sensitivity of the 1.25 meter RFI tank to scat-
tered neutrons at less than 10"5 at 80 keV. The
Karlsruhe group4 has likewise estimated a sensitivity
of 2 to 3 parts in 105 at 300 to 500 keV. It is
especially important to ensure a low prompt neutron
sensitivity in view of the large scattering to



capture ratio at higher neutron energies. An example
of the need to suppress this kind of background arises
in the interesting correlations between total radi-
ation widths and capture widths that have been re-
ported by the RPI group." These correlations are
important to establish because of their implications
for nuclear reaction theory and for the prediction
of average capture cress sections.

Multiple scattering corrections In the sample
yield are readily calculable with modern high-speed
computing techniques, and they are discussed in a
later section.

B. Moxon-Rae Detectors

For many applications the large size, high
background, and timing abilities of the scintillation
tank detectors are disadvantages. The Moxon-Rae
detector' was developed to overcome these deficien-
cies, providing a small detector with good timing
at the expense of detector efficiency, which is
reduced to a few percent, compared to the 70%
of the tank detector.

The idea is to construct a detector whose effi-
ciency is proportional to photon energy. If the de-
tector subtends a reasonably small solid angle at
the sample position, the probability, of detection
of more than one uember of the photon cascade is
small and thus to a good approximation,

= k EVi

" \l 1
 EYi ' ̂ totsl

The detection efficiency is thus independent of
the Y-ray cascade and dependent only on the total
energy available in the reaction.

The idea developed by Moxon and Rae is shown
schematically in Fig. 4. The photons from the
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Fig. 4. A schematic view of the Moxon-Rae detector
and Its response to photonB of different energies.

capture sample are transformed to electrons by a
graphite converter surrounding the sample. The
emergent electrons are converted to light In thin
sheets of plastic scintillator attached to photo-
multipliers. Since the electron range increases
roughly linearly with photon energy, the number
of electrons emerging from the graphite converter
surface is approximately proportional to photon
energy; hence detector efficiency Is also propor-
tional to photon energy.

The constant of proportionality relating effi-
ciency to photon energy has been studied by a number
of experimenters; the most recent work Is that of
lyengar, Tal and Jhingan" shown in Fig. 5. These
data show the typical behavior of k: it rises
rapidly from zero to a relatively constant value
from below 1 MeV up to 12 MeV. The overall effi-
ciency of the converter Increases with Z; high Z
elements tend to reach a plateau value at quite low

Fig. 5. The Moxon-Rae efficiency per unit photon
efficiency, k, for a number of converter materials
(ref. 8).

values of energy and to rise slowly with energy,
while low Z values reach a maximum near 2 MeV and
then fall off with Increasing energy. The data
suggest that the addition of a material such as
B1203 to the carbon converter should give an optimum
response function; in practice about 9% (atomic) of
the converter is bismuth."

The Moxon-Rae detector, while offering effi-
ciencies of only a few percent is simple to construct
and fast in response. It can be operated at rela-
tively low bias levels at reasonable background rates.
Because of these virtues It has been used extensively
at time-of-flight facilities for capture measurements.

A higher-efficiency version of this detector
type has been developed by Welgmann, Carraro and
Bockhoff10 at Geel. The device Is shown schematically
in Fig. 6. It consists of a series of thick plastic
scintillators arrayed in a sandwich whose layers are
alternately viewed by a pair of photomultipllers.
A coincidence requirement on the phototubes requires
the converted electron to travel in at least 2
scintillators, thus providing the essential property
of the Moxon-Rae detector. A boron-loaded plastic
sheet between scintillation elements reduces the
effect of proton capture of neutrons. The advantage



of this detector is that it offers high efflciencv-
10% at 8 HeV—in a relatively small and simple
detector.
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Fig. 6. The high efficiency «oxon-8ae detector
developed at Geel.
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Hiis report was prepared as an account of work
sponsored by the United Slates Government. Neither
the United States nor the United States Energy
Research and Development Administration, nor any of
their employees, nor any of their contractors,
subcontractors, or the'a employees, makes any
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not
infringe privately owned rights.

Fig. 7. The fluorocarbon detector developed at ORNL.

An elegant generalization of the Moxon-Rae de-
tector has been developed by Macklln and Gibbons,
based on a suggested attributed to Maier-Leibnitz ,"
The detector output is multiplied by a weighting factor, cal-
culated to transform the response of an arbitrary
detector—In practice a plastic scintillator--sc that
the energy proportionality is achieved. If the
response function giving a pulse height within the
range E and E+dE is P(E)dE, this condition calls for
a weighting function w satisfying the following
relation:

J" w(Ey)P(E,EY) dE

The pulse height distributions to be expected
from an Incident photon of energy Ey were calculated
by Macklin and GibbonsUfor right circular cylinder*
of plastic and liquid sclntillators for
energies up to 10 MeV In 50 keV steps. The inter-
action is dominated by Compton scattering, but the
small pair production cross section and the resulting
Compton interactions of the annihilation quanta uere
included, as were the various wall effects. The
weight function is conveniently introduced by digital
computer processing of the raw spectrum. Macklln has
used this method In conjunction with a liquid scin-
tillator, NE-226, based on hexafluorobenzene, (P-1.61
which is relatively Insensitive to fast neutrons.
Figure 7 shows the two fluorcarbon scintillator3,
4 cm thick by 10 cm diameter, mounted on 5-ln photo-
tubes. The overall efficiency, at a bias level of
150 keV is about 157. per capture and the tine reso-
lution is less than two nonoseconds. A multi-
parameter detection scheme is used, and a detector
file is incremented at each event; the increment
being determined by the weight function.

It Is interesting to note, however, the relative
Insensitlvity of the measured capture cross sections
to the form of the weighting function used In this
type of detector. This relative lnsensltivity partly
results from the use of a Y-detector with no full
energy peak. Figure 8 shows the experimental results
from the average pulse height weighting factor as a
function of neutron energy for indium and tantalum.
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Fig. 8. The average weighting factor of the Macklin-
Gibbons detector as a function of neutron energy for
indium and tantalum (ref. 11).

Shown it the ratio of the weighted counts to those
for the unweighted spectrum, with an electronic bias
corresponding to 40 keV. As the neutron energy in-
creases, the capture process changes from predominant-
ly S-wave to predominantly P and D-wave, with corres-
ponding parity reversals and spin changes for the
compound levels. From thes* data there Is observed
little effect from the use of a weighting function,
even though there must be a considerable change in
at least the initial portions of the Y-cascades
resulting from capture. Another point of Interest
is the behavior of the average weighting function
with neutron binding energy, Fig. 9. Above 7 MeV,
the plateau of Fig. 9 implies a multiplicity apparent-
ly proportional to total cascade energy; below 7 MeV
the linear rise Is what Is expected if the multi-
plicity is constant, leading to an average photon
energy proportional to total energy release.

The low bias achievable in this method makes it
e^nsitive (and thus useful) for inelastic neutron
Y-ray detection. In this case some attention must
be paid to the anisotroplc character of the radiation.
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Fig. 9. The dependence of average weighting factor on
neutron binding energy (ref. 11).

For multipoles up to 4*2, or quadrupole

tp(9) aP2(cos8)+

Note that P2 is a function of con
29; at 6 - 90° this

approaches a minimum. Figure 10 shows that for vol-
ume* exceeding 46 liters, the V^ correction can be
made zero, and the P4 corrections are relatively
small (» 57.). While the use of hydrogenous scintil-
lators is unacceptable because of their neutron sen-
sitivity, deuterated liquid scintlllators offer some-
what lower neutron sensitivity than do fluorocarbona,

to Improve light collection and to reduce pulse
height dependence on source position.

III. Analysis of Capture Yields

The extraction of cross sections and resonance
parameters from capture yields is appreciably more
complicated than the corresponding analysis of total
cross section data. The relation between yields and
cross sections may be written, ignoring resolution
corrections:

W <V En ) / C TAt ( En ) ) d EJ
" X {l + f J/(« V (Hn»

where <7At> Q&y are the total and partial Doppler-
broadened cross sections
and fm the multiple scattering and self absorp-
tion corrections,
tp(En) the Incident flux,
e the detection efficiency.

In the thin sample approximation, for 4*0:

yetp(En) - \ - 2"2*Vnry/T.

The principal problems encountered in reducing
yields to cross section Information is the determina-
tion of the flux f>, the detector efficiency s , and,
especially where Tn » Fy, the correction for multi-
ple scattered neutrons. At low energies, where on
an Isolated resonance Ty » rn, a thick sample
will show a saturated count rate at the resonance
maximum. The saturated level fixes the product ecp,
and it remains only to establish the energy variation
of <p (and possibly el over the energy range of the
experiment. This is conventionally done with a beam
monitor, usually "LiCn,*), 10B(n,u) or a hydrogen
recoil counter.
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Fig. 10. Total efficlei. :y in a CoDg cylinder for 860
keV v-rayB as a function of cylinder length. I cor-
responds to Isotropy; II corresponds to 1+P2<cos6);
and III corresponds to 1+P4(cos9),(ref. 12).

are fast (1 ns timing), and can be used with pulse
shaping to reject proton recoils.1'2 The only resonance
of concern with such a scintillation detector below
1.7S MeV Is the 13C resonance at 150 keV, with the
natural abundance of 13C only 1.17.. Other possible
improvements in the simple detector as used at ORNL
is the division of the scintillators Into quandrants
to reduce summing and the use of multiple phototubes

Figure 11 Illustrates the normalization technique
using the saturated resonance method as applied by
de Saussure, et al.13 at Oak Ridge. The data are
compared to the ENDF/B-III resonance parameters for
the *38|j g,£7 ey resonance. deSaussure estimates
that the normalization error In this instance can
be no larger than 27,.
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Fig. 11. Capture events recorded In a saturated
resonance - 6.67 eV in 238U.



The multiple scattering term, fm> can be expanded
In terms of orders ranging from single up to several
scatterings before capture. The terns are complicated
functions of resonance parameters and sample geometry,
particularly at higher energies, where the loss of
energy upon scattering can be larger than the reso-
nance vldth. They can be adequately treated only by
extensive Monte Carlo computations. Fortunately sev-
eral reliable codes are available and in coraaon use
among various experimental laboratories.

Closed-form analytical expressions have been
developed at BNL, and San Diego,15 which solve the
multiple scattering corrections to second order for
the near thermal region (o-y» on) and for infinite
slab geometry. For the resolved resonance region,
codes have been developed at BNL,16 San Diego,!7

RPI,18 and Harwell,19 and those codes have been Inter-
changed and checked for reliability. In the unre-
solved icionance region, one oust have recourse to
statistical simulations of the cross sections under-
lying the unresolved structure region, using the
Vilgner level distributions and the Porter-Thomas
width distribution. Bogart20 has discussed the effect
of these calculations on spherical shell tranimlsslo.i
results, while Frohner21 has applied these ldess to
capture cross sections derived from white-source tlnw-
of-flight measurements. These corrections allow
reasonable accuracies of about 17. in the resolved
resonance region and 2 to 3Z In the unresolved region.

IV. Supplementary Capture Techniques

Certain capture techniques are useful only for
specific nuclides for selected energy regions using
steady state neutron sources, or In specialized cir-
cumstances. They are important, however, in estab-
lishing useful normalization points or standards for
the direct methods.

Indirect methods of high precision and sensi-
tivity are the "danger coefficient" and "pile oscil-
lator" techniques. These methods refer to the
effects on reactivity by Introducing an absorber
into a critical assembly. Tn the latter case, the
sample is introduced periodically to improve sensi-
tivity and to reduce the effects of secular reac-
tivity variations due to barometric changes. Hats
spectroscopy has also been employed to deduce the
number of transmutations occurring In a sample placed
in a high reactor flux. These methods suffer from the
heterogeneous nature of the energy distribution of a
reactor flux, and are not discussed further here.

A. Spherical Shell Transmission

An absolute method of absorption CIOIB section
is afforded by the spherical shell transmission tech-
nique.2-* The sample Is arranged in a shell around
either the source or detector and the number of neu-
trons reaching the detector is recorded by an energy
insensitive neutron detector. In this geometry In-
scattering exactly compensates out-scattering and only
absorption Is measured. In principle the method is
absolute; no know .'.edge of neutron source strength or
detector efficiency is needed, and in this regard it
is analogous to a transmission measurement taken in a
geometry where scatvering events do not contribute.

It is of course impractical to use and construct
spherical shells from most materials and for most neu-
tron sources; they have been most often used with
antimony-beryllium sources. Furthermore, in practice
it has been shown that Multiple scattering effects and
self-shielding effects related to resonance structure
Introduce sizeable correction factors in sphere dsta.

Frohner21 has reanalyzed shell trammlsalon data
to take account of resonance structure In * Monte
Carlo approximation. The value for <Jy on golf1 JC 24
keV reported by Schnltt and Cook23 was changtl from
532 ± 60 ab to 650 ± 35 lib when structural effects
were Included. This exaapl* demonstrates that the
precision of shell transmission results is not so
high at formerly believed. Nevertheless the method
provides an alternate measurement of capture free of
questions of source strength or detector efficiency.

B. Activation

Son* nuclldes, after neutron absprptlon, produce
daughters which decay subs<luently by S-emlsslon with
characteristic half lives. The B or V radiation ac-
companying this decay can be counted either during or
after irradiation and the Intensity may be rated to
the number of captures through knowledge of the decay
scheme and half lives. By using modern high-resolu-
tion solid state detectors, the characteristic radia-
tions can usually be easily reported and recorded,
even for isotoplc mixtures. Efficiencies and source
strengths ate such that relatively thin samples re-
quiring only modest corrections for y ray and neutron
absorptions (1 to 107.) are useful.

This method may be applied with a well knoun
standard so that flux and efficiency corrections need
not be known. An example is chat of Fig. 12, showing
the 412 keV V-tsy (the 2 + -• 0 + transition In 198Kg
following the 2.7 day beta decay of 198Au), and the
417 keV V-ray (a 4 + to 2 + transition in 1 1 6In). These
spectra were obtained by activating gold and indiun
with the 24.3 keV neutron beam produced through an
Iron filter at the BNL High Flux Reactor.24
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Fig. 12. Gamma decays from gold and indium foils
after activation with 24.3 keV neutron* from an Iron
filter in HFBR.

Only the relative detector efficiency between
417 and 412 keV need be known, with appropriate
branching ratios, half lives and small corrections
for sample absorption effects, to deduce the cross
section ratio between Indium and gold. An alternate
technique involves comparison between a measurement
at thermal and the energy in question. This requires
a knowledge of the thermal cross sections for the
standard and the sample, but avoids knowledge of flux
and efficiencies.

In any activation measurements it is essential



to know the energy distributions ot th* Incident neu-
tron flux, and, In particular, to guard against the
Interaction of neutrons degraded In energy by scat-
tering processes. The ratio of croia tcctlom, for
a itralght l/v absorber, la 1000 batman thermal and
25 keV, for example, and In many caaea the thermal
region Is doalnated by a reaonanc* \aadtng to croaa
sections even higher. The historical tendency of
activation crcaa aectlona to decrease aa measurements
are made with Improved sourcea and techniques tr.stl-
flei to the influence of this affect. However, at high
neutron eiwrgles (> 1 KeV) and for small croaj sections,
the activation method is extremely effective. The
specific nature of the activity discriminative agalnat
Inelastic scattering competition, and the activity can
be counted under conditions of low background.

It is only recently, however, that HeV activation
cross section neasuremei.ts have properly tskw account
of the influences of aecondary and degraded ntutrons
on the sample. Kantele and- Valkonen2* hnve pointed out
the influence of aecondary neutrons produced In the
tritium target head for 14 HeV activation work, and
they have stressed the Importance of extrapolating to
zero sample thickness to provide reliable cross sec-
tions. Following this work, Rlgaud, et al.26 did sys-
tematic studies of capture at 14 HeV on 21Kt, SOn,
"V. 103Rh. U 7 I and "'La. They show that the ap-
parent cross sections depend largely on the geometry,
and the mass and material of the target heads. Cross
sections ranging from 2 to 7 mb for Iz7l and from 0.5
to lab for 51V. for example, were obtained by varia-
tions in the above parametera with resulting modifica-
tion of the aecondary neutron spectra. The apparent
crosa section Increases as the mass of the target back-
ing material increases, for nuctides far from magic
neutron numbers. Rigaud, et al. conclude that even
with the use of an A* target backing, corrections of
up to 587. for l03Rh were necessary. The results of
their studies (Pig. 13) allow Rlgaud to conclude that
(n,V) cross sections near 14 HeV are in the range 1.0
a 0.5 mb. Independent of neutron number, In contrast
t>> previous measurements (tri&ngleis in Fig. 13),
which gave up to 20 mb from samples away from magic
neutron numbers. Vi-letln, Kullslc and Cindro27 have
confirmed the Importance of aecondary neutron reac-
tions such as (n,2n) In activation studies, and they
have shown that with proper corrections, the long-
standing discrepancy between activation results and
those obtained by direct Integration of unfolded spec-
tra for plastic scintillation electron pair detectora
Is resoved. These recent measurements have eliminated
the disagreement between the observed cross sections
and chose predicted by the Clement, Lane and Rook28

model of senl-Jlrect capture In the 14 HeV region, as
Indicated in Fig. 13.

V. High Resolution Capture Studies

The t-idy of electromagnetic transitions to in-
dividual final states has given us much detailed In-
formation on the nuclear structure of nuclldes formed
In the (n,Y) reaction, and on the nature of the (n,V>
reaction mechanism. This area la beyond the acope of
che present review. High resolution techniques, how
ever, can be Interpreted also to provide information
about individual capture atates, auch as their spl'.s
and parities, and on their average properties such as
strength functions and level spaclngs. Those aspects
are of direct Interest to the applications of capture
cross sections.

In a number of cases, especially in light nucildes
with veil known level schemes mapped out in excitation
up to the region of the neutron binding energy, it is
possible to integrate partial cross sections directly
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Fig. 13. A comparison of recent activation measure-
ments at 14 MeV with theoretical predictions of the
aeml-direct model (ref. 26).

to obtain the total capture. At Los Alamos, for ex-
ample, Jurney" has used the Omega West thermal cap-
ture Y-ray facility with a detector consisting of a
Ge(U) detector and an optically diviced Nal annulus
to measure partial cross sections. The annulus is
operated in an anti-coincidence mode for Compton sup-
pression up to 3 MeV Y-energy, and in a pair spec-
trometer mode in the 2-7 HeV range. Normalization is
provided by observing the 2.2 MeV hydrogen capture
line. Cross sections for adlative capture by 9Be,
°Li and 'Li have been derived with quoted accuracies
of about 10%.

The selection rules for electromagnetic transi-
tions have long been used to establish resonance spins,
and this technique is straightforwardly applied to
high-energy primary Y raya populating states of known
spin. Significant information is also available in the
low energy portion of the V-spectrum.

It has long been established that the population
of low-lying siates by Y-ray cascades following cap-
ture shows a strong spin dependence.Following a sug-
gestion by Hulzenga and Vandenbosch,30 and elaborated
by Poenitz,31 a plausible explanation for thla spin de-
pendence can be based on the argument that the popula-
tion of final statea depends simply on the number of
possible routes available for Y-caecades of a given
multlpole order and multiplicity to reach a given final
state. The subsequent decay rate of the state Is then
largely a function of the difference in spins between
the compound nucleus capturing state and the level In
question. For a large difference the effect Is large,
since for a given cascade multiplicity, the number of
possible de-excitation sequences decreases rapidly
with the net spin change between initial and final
states. For the assignment of resonance spins, it is
apparent that absolute decay rates need not be measure^
it suffices to examine the ratios of decay rates of
final states with known spin, since the ratios are
highly spin dependent.

The technique has been exploited as a simple and
effective method of resonance spin determinations,
Corvl, Stefanon, Coceva, and Glacobbe at Geel have
demonstrated this most remarkably in a measurement on
the spin of *«u.-« They studied the de-excitation
of the fT member (160.6 keV) of the gs rotational band
compared to the de-excitation of Che 2- level at



687 keV, whfch emits a 642 keV Y-ray to the first ex-
cited state. Although several fission and background
lines lie near the 160.6 keV peak, Fig. 15 shows a
varying ratio for the 160.6 line compared to the 642
keV monitor line, depending on resonance spin. As
expected the 6+ level is more heavily populated for
the J»4 resonance. The 14 resonant spins aoslgned by
Corvl, et al. were later confirmed by a much mere
elaborate polarized neutron experiment carried on by
Keyworth et al.33 at Oak Ridge.

Recently similar methods have been extended to
the unresolved resonance region- Of particular inter-
est In this regard Is the question of possible inter-
mediate structure In the neutron strength functions in
the various channel spin states. A novel method
using these high resolution methods has recently been
used by Coceva3* and his collaborators at Geel.

Consider tuo low-lying levels a and b, with
Ja > I + 1/2 and Jb < I - 1/2, where 1 Is the target

spin. Lor ?5 be the probability that a V-cascade
trom an 1+1/2 level populates a, Pj be the probability
of population from an 1-1/2 state, and similarly for
Pg and PJJ. Further define R+- Pj/pJ R" - Pg/Pb' a n d

RD * Pfa/Pj (
Fi8> 1 6 ) - The average ratio, in a given

Interval containing many resonances, between the popu-
lations of levels a and b can be related to the 1+1/2
and 1-1/2 capture rates by

X

where

The values of R^, R* and R cp-. be determined
from isolated resonances. From X one can thus derive
the spin dependent strength functions sj and S3

687.7

4. A portion of the level scheme for 2 3 6 U.

Fig. 16. Illustration of population systematic* to
establish the spin dependence of the neutron strength
function. The ratios of the populations of levels a
and b nay be related to the capture state spin.

Fig. IS. Portions of the low-energy V-ray spectra
following neutn- - capture in 235U. The de-excitation
of the 6* member of the g.s. rotational band results
in a peak at 160.6 keV.

Fig. 17. The population ratios for spin S levels (at
330 and 348 keV) and spin 3 levels (at t7l and 482
keV) in 166HO.



Table II

Ratios of Averaged Reduced Widths a« a Function of 9 in

0--- 5
1.42±0.2 1.16±.16

l.52± .22 1.24±.18

1.04±.15 0.97±.12

1.114.16 1.034.14

1*
0.81 ±.11

.87 ±.13

which Is valid so long as Ty > I"n; i.e., at reasonably
low neutron energies. At higher energies suitable cor*
rections must be Introduced. Figure 17 shows the pop-
ulation ratios for spin S levels at 330 and 348 keV,
and spin 3 levels ac 171 and 482 keV In 166Ho. A
clear division into 2 groups, as expected»ls seen. In
che region between 170 and 340 eV there Is preponder-
ance of J«4 resonances> and the value S+/S" • 1.83
obtained by this method Is In good agreement with the
corresponding neutron widths of Telller.

Measurements of high energy primary transitions
can be used to determine level density parameters,
such as the spin cut-off parameter O:

P(J) exp (-

A direct way to determine 3 Is to deduce It from
DU-1/2) and 0(1-4-1/2) by simply counting levels. An
alternate way. which Is Insensitive to missed levels,
la to make use of the expectation that the photon
strength function Is spin Independent:

SJ- rYl ( J ) / DJ (V>'

hence:

l(1+1/2)/rvt(I-1/2)

Coceva34 has tested this method for 30 resonances In
H5ln. 14 J-4 and 16 J-5, and for V-rays to 41 low-
lying states of 116In. The results were averaged
separately for E-l and M-l transitions and are sum-
marized In Table II.

From this table a value of 3.6 .0)4 Is deduced,
which is in good agreement with typical values for
nuclldes of A>100 as obtained from direct spacing
measurements.

From the several Illustrations given above It
can be seen that high-resolution Y-ray spectvoscopy is
capable of providing useful supplementary Information
(or interpreting capture cross section measurements.
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